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Agenda
Welcome and Introductions

Who is around the table?
Why this research?
How we will work together?

Overview of the Research
Background of the research 
Research approach
Research purpose

The Research Plan
The work plan
Our roles and responsibilities 

Next Steps 



1. Why do research?

2. What makes a good 
research project?



Background of the Research

▣Explain how the idea for research 
emerged

▣ Talk about the different stakeholders who 
were involved in developing the research 
project 

▣How were steering committee members 
identified (anyone missing?)



Principles of Working Together

During meetings:
□ Give opportunity for everyone to talk
□ Respect different opinions
□ Decision-making by consensus
□ Learning as ongoing process of all involved
□ Anything else?

Outside of meetings:
□ Researchers to provide regular updates to keep 

everyone informed
□ Anything else?



Research Approach 

▣The research will follow a community-based research 

approach, meaning we will aim to:

(1) be as useful and relevant as possible to our community

(2) ensure meaningful participation of stakeholders throughout

(3) be action-oriented, providing evidence for future directions 

▣The research will use a mix of qualitative and quantitative 

methods



Research Purpose

The purpose of this research is to… [add what you are 

trying to understand about your community here]

This will be done in order to… [add what you will be 

doing with what you learned here]

Discuss whether this research purpose statement makes sense or 

can be improved upon



Given the research
purpose and scope:

How do you see this research being 
useful? 

What do we need to do to make 
sure it is useful?



The Research Plan

▣Describe the different methods that you plan to use in your 

research and how they link to the purpose statement

▣Mention target numbers that you are aiming for each 

method

▣Talk about the sampling and recruitment plan for each 

method

▣Mention any time and resource constraints

▣Invite feedback to the points above



Research Workplan

Research Component Timeline



Research Roles

▣ The Research Team (Doers) 
-Facilitate steering committee meetings
-Draft all information gathering tools, consent forms, 
sampling/recruitment plan
-Gather and analyze data
-Draft written reports
-Help to share research findings
-Help to facilitate action based on findings

▣The Steering Committee (Guiders)
-Attend all relevant steering committee meetings
-Discuss ethical issues as they arise
-Provide feedback to all materials and reports presented 
-Help determine and share research findings
-Help to facilitate action based on findings



Next Steps

▣ Talk about the next steps for the research team

▣ Typically this will involve drafting the information 

gathering tools, consent forms and 

sampling/recruitment plan

▣ Explain that these will be shared and discussed at the 

next meeting before any data gathering begins

▣ Ask if there any questions and thank people for the 

participation



Name one insight you 
gained from today

Name one question you still 
have after today’s meeting


